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IMAGINE...
a future where car races are making NO sound!!!
"There will be no fun anymore!!!" a lot of petrol-heads are commenting, but you know what’s
coming up on March 24th 2018?
The first 100% electric serial car snow race on the circuit in Andorra, high up in the mountains
at Pas de la Casa. Wonderful view, you hear the cracking of the snow and there are cars
showing that even a 5 hours competition is manageable by any electric car, by ANY!
Teams already registered are Tesla Model S but also a Smart ED, BMW i3 and Nissan to be
confirmed.
We tried to involve the local car dealers but due to a simple reason it failed: there are actually
no electric cars available in Andorra, all brands are waiting for the delivery. So some sort of
good news that the demand is this high :)

You are invited to come to Andorra with your EV and to set up the first record for your brand at
the first serial EV snow race OF THE WORLD!
Every car is starting at his own category so Tesla vs Tesla, BMW i3 are competing vs BMW i3,
but take care in case you’re having a range extender you have to start without any gas in the
tank.
After 5 years of eco Grand Prix in Calafat (Spain) -

video, we are starting now to go

international. Andorra is the first race outside Spain and there are more to come in 2018 like the
one in the North-West Germany at the Bilster Berg circuit, 100km from Hanover, on 01 and 02
November 2018.

Children will have a separate remote-control race where they will run into the same challenges
like their parents but they will make it indoors and have to take care not to lose too much time
changing the batteries.

The restaurant nearby will round up the day to a family challenge where children can also get
an eco Grand Prix award in their age class.
Sponsoring packets are available starting 500€ and the starting fee as driver is only 50€
including the rule that if you are member of an EV (Electrical Vehicle) club you will get the
money back if you cross the finish line.
Six (6) from twelve (12) slots are still available so you are welcome to come with a Nissan Leaf,
Kia Soul E, Opel Ampera E, Renault ZOE, Citroen C-Zero, Hyunday Ionic, E-Mehari or EBerlingo, BMW i3 or any other electric vehicle to set up the record which shall be beaten next
year.
The challenge starts in Ordino at the Hotel Coma - where you can book a special packet price
for the stay (100€ including breakfast and dinner). We will have a briefing there this 23 March in
the evening.

In the morning of the 24 March 2018, the teams will have about 40 minutes of time to reach Pas
de la Casa on a wonderful road with extraordinary view on the Andorra's landscape.
After the arrival at the circuit, the teams will enter the race track on snow - so winter tires and a
helmet are a must have, spikes are not allowed - in the sequence they arrived. The one
making the most laps in 4 hours driving on the snow, will be the winner of his category.
So, speeding will definitely not lead to win the challenge even if at Pas de la Casa there will be
22kW charge options at the boxes as some charge stops will be needed.
Due to the fact that all eco Grand Prix races are endurance challenges lasting 4 or more hours,
every challenge is safe and has a lot of fun. Due to the different driving styles and car types you
will never know which car will win in which category and who will be the one making most of the
laps ...

... even not at the children’s race where all cars are all the same technically. You can choose
between Mario Cart, Yoshi, Bowser and Donkey Kong but all cars will have the same range and
speed.

In case you want to participate to the Grand Prix but you don't have an EV, you are welcome to
register one week before the challenge latest. We will try to organize an EV for everyone. In
case you want only a test drive, you will be welcome to contact us that we can put you on the
list but we can only guarantee a test drive if you're reserving it one week before start, otherwise
it can be a risk to get one test slot.
For any question, you’re welcome to contact us on orga@ecograndprix.com
Looking forward to meeting you soon!!!
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